
Uninterrupted fresh air. 

Enjoy comfortable fresh air in no time. 

You and your family＇

Water Ionic Air Cleaner

s guardian.

Ultra-Nano-Platinum Particles



Cannot stop loving it  
First rate technology - Enjoy pure and healthy air is so simple. 

Particle- size of Nanoscale Platinum are 2 ~ 5 nm  

Larger particles not visible to naked eyes.
.

 

Achieved the best of incredible effect. 
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Antiviral

Sterilization 

Deodorization
 

Safety  

Moisturizing 

The operational principle 

Sterilization

Safety Deodorization

Antiviral 

Moisturizing

With a negative potential, it actively attacks cell walls of germs/mold spores/Noro-
virus and catches hydrogen (H) atoms from them. The cells will be lack of water, as 
a result, germs are destroyed because they cannot duplicate.

Having a very strong Anti-oxidation capability, it can abstract oxygen atoms from 
the organic matter of the unpleasant odors to decompose them.

The sterilization is not an ionization effect. It is almost impossible to generate metal 
allergens. Safety evaluation test has confirmed its safety.

Using deliquescence effect.collect water molecules from the air, and generate water 
vapor. Ultra-small molecules can be absorbed by the skin to keep moisture.

Using deliquescence effect, collectwater molecules from the air, and generate water 
vapor.It is hydrox (OH) ions surrounded by with water molecules.The OH groups of 
Ultra-Nano-Platinum particles can extract Hydrogen(H)atom from bacteria, combine it to 
be water molecules, H2O, and suppress bacteria activity.

Shizuoka University Department of Genetics and Genetics and Ritsumeikan 
University Faculty of Science and Engineering studies have shown that Ultra- 
Nano-Platinum particles can inactivate viruses.



Feature

Feature

Feature Feature

Feature Feature

Feature

Feature Current consumption less than 50mA; does 
not require filters and other supplies; save 
your every penny.

Filter-free; money-saving energy-saving Ultra-quiet design, no ozone 
Ultra-quiet design is for use in car, at home 
and office. Not interfere with sleep.         
No ozone. Feel free to long time use.

Perfect at hand 
Let fresh air surround you without any risks.

Clean air with you all the time 
Always give you good air - lightweight, fashionable and portable

Eliminate PM2.5 

  

Harsh Chemical removal

Inhibit bacteria / Antiviral 
It can attract bacteria and virus in the air, 
abstract hydrogen from them to form water 
molecules, and inhibit them.

It has a very strong anti-oxidation capacity; can absorb oxygen 
atoms from the organic matters of the odors to decompose them. 
Example: auto sound suppression materials/films/leather/plastic 
parts/mats/seat covers/Fumes from cleaning supplies and air 
fresheners /Preservatives and so on.

It can absorb and break down PM2.5 from the air.

Allergens Suppression
 Platinum nanoparticles are 5-20nm, only one billionth size    

of water molecule. It can deeply attach into fine fibers and 
cuticle, and cover allergens to suppress allergic particles as 
dust, pollen, louse corpses, frass and other harmful particles.

Unpleasant odor removal
it can abstract oxygen atoms from the organic matter 
of the unpleasant odors to decompose them.  This 
process generates water and eliminate unpleasant 
odors from pets, smoke, cooking, fish, etc.

Water ions generated by water molecules from 
air. The molecules are extremely small, can be 
absorbed by our skin, achieve the effect of 
moisturizing.  It can be used in any environment.

Moisturizing



Specification 

Willingness to challenge - Courage to innovate    

We love you; Hope you healthier 

Excellence in innovation 

Size 
Item 

Accessories 
Material  

consumption  Current 
Applicable  

Input Voltage 
Weight 

Origin Taiwan  

Less than 50mA 

6 Ping / 20 Square meters  

USB cigarette socket / USB cable  

White  

 

 

We reserve the right to modify the design and specifications without notice in advance

Operating
temperature -2°C~80°C

Environment
humidity 35%up

Black

Forest Breathe 
Feel the beauty of life 

Experience the wonderful movement  


